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International Renewable Energy Agency



Outline
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Since 2012 >50% of total 

capacity additions

2016

2006 GW RE power generation 

capacity in place

Annual RE capacity addition 

161 GW (+8%/yr) of which:

• 71 GW solar

• 51 GW wind

• 30 GW hydropower

• 9 GW biomass

• Around 25% renewable power generation share worldwide 

• Growing by 0.7 percentage per year

Share of renewables in total 

capacity additions [%]

Source: IRENA statistics

On-going power sector transformation
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The global weighted-average installed costs of utility-scale PV

systems is estimated to fall by 57% between 2015 and 2025

Solar PV cost reduction potential

Note: Installed cost value are given for the year during which the project is commissioned. .

Source: IRENA (2016), The Power to Change: Solar and Wind Cost Reduction Potential to 2025
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ELECTRICITY COST
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Renewables: Highly competitive for new capacity

Traditional renewables highly 
competitive

Cost reductions for wind and 
solar, make them increasingly 

competitive

Cost rise for average hydro 
projects, geo & biomass data 

needs more work

Each circle represents one project, centre of circle is LCOE value on Y axis, diameter is size of project. Year is the year commissioned.
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Solar PV has seen the most significant cost reduction from 2012 to 2016, with a 45% 

decline in 4 years which is in line with global cost reduction

Cost reduction potential

Note: Installed costs and LCOE calculations are given for the year during which the project is commissioned. 

Source: IRENA Renewable Costing Alliance
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Outline
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RE project development 

challenge



Outline



IRENA’s project facilitation tools & 

platforms

2



Global Atlas for Renewable Energy

The Global Atlas for Renewable Energy:

IRENA’s renewable energy prospector 

www.irena.org/globalatlas
Global Atlas pocket

Mobile App
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Sustainable Energy Marketplace: 

a virtual Market Place for RE Projects

• Provide an integration platform for 

stakeholders in the market.

• Enhanced user interface and experience.

• Regional hubs for focused partnerships.

• Seamless linkage to IRENA tools and 

services.

• Advanced search functions.

• Increase visibility of RE and EE projects. 

• Increase visibility of financing opportunities.

• Promote project initiation and development.

• Support building a pipeline of investor ready 

projects.

• Boost investments in renewable energy.

• Mobilise public and private finance.



www.irena.org/adfd

Providing concessional funding
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The challenge of RET projects

» Failing to prove project bankability to funding institutions

» Insufficient knowledge on project proposal development

» Higher project development costs 

» Higher risk of project failure

Objectives

» Increase the bankability of projects by:

» Strengthening the project development base

» Enhancing the quality of project proposals

» Reducing costs and mitigating risks through proper 
planning and efficient use of funds

» Facilitating effective implementation

Scope

» All RETs

» Different finance types: grants, loans, equity

» Project sizes: from individual use to utility scale projects

» Global: all geographical regions

What is the IRENA Project 

Navigator?



The Project Navigator Platform
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Learning Section

» Project development and 

technical guidelines

» Best practices

» Examples & Case Studies

Start a Project

» Personal and private 

workspace

» Tools, templates, checklists

» Stepwise approach

» Track your progress

» Export documents

Financial Navigator

» Information on multiple funds

» Filter by region and 

technology

» Information includes fund 

types, requirements and 

contact details among others.

www.irena.org/navigator
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Feature #1: Learning section
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»
»
»

»
»
»

»
»
»

Feature #2: Interactive 

workspace
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»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Feature #3: Financial Navigator



The IRENA Project Navigator supports project developers in applying best practices to transform 

their power sectors with renewable energy and address the challenges of affordable energy and 

climate change. 

Project Navigator: impact

IRENA Project Navigator outreach outcomes in 2017



Technical Concept 

Guidelines



Quick 

Access to 

Tools 

Menu and 

navigation

Summary of 

activities
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Technical Concept Guidelines
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Technical Concept Guidelines

And more…



Project Navigator: outreach

Residential PV

entrepreneurship facility for 

Africa

Training workshop 

in West Africa

Training workshop in the 

Middle East 

Mini-Grids 

training webinar

Mini-Grids 

Webinar

60 African project 

developers trained

100 local project 

developers trained

500+ participants 

remotely trained

To organize project development training workshops, IRENA will build on previous successful 

dissemination approaches blending online and physical activities such as: 

Utility-scale Solar PV

training workshop in Iran





Outline



• Early stages of project development

 Important decisions and large investments have not been made

 Changes are easily made and are low cost

• Later stages 

 Decisions and investments have been made

 Changes imply costs

28

Front-end loading
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Creating a valuable project

• If a good project selection is complemented by a good execution of the project, the 

increase in the value and the quality of a project will be substantial.
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Project development process



Outline
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Size and technology 
options

Financial 
constraints

Regulatory framework

Operational 
expectations 
and goals

Successful 
Project

Finding the best solution to a need

Making the most out of opportunities and minimizing risks
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Traditional RE Project

Revenue Streams

Mini-grid Project
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Toolkit: Project Evaluation Model



Toolkit: Checklists & Tools
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Project Specifications

A company has developed a 1 MW power plant. 
The selected site looks very promising and suitable for the construction and operation of a 
photovoltaic power plant. The figure below shows the site. All contracts were signed (e.g. EPC, O&M, 
Facility Agreement with lenders) and construction of the plant was about to start.
The key data are as follows:

› Site is 3.4 ha and has a suitable shape (rectangular)

› High irradiation in the site

› Capacity of 1 MW 

› Grid connection approval available

› Grid connection directly at the site

› Site is not complex and is flat

› Access to the site is available

› No obstacles like trees or large buildings present

IRENA Project Navigator
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In the final analysis, the site proved to be not suitable for PV development. After further 

investigation before the actual start of construction, a number of issues were identified that 

had a negative impact on the actually usable area:

› irrigation line (south)

› main water pipe (NW)

› MV power lines crossing with MV poles

› building on site. 

The final suitable area was only 60% of the initial site. Furthermore, due to the various 

obstacles (exclusion areas), the site was parceled up into several sub-plots that made the site 

unsuitable overall for further project realization.

Land Securing and Availability

IRENA Project Navigator
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How could this happen?

› Invisible obstacles like underground pipes are not always entered into cadastral maps

› Not all of the purchased land belonged to the land owner

› There was no official feedback from the grid utility with regard to minimum distance to 

MV lines and MV poles

› There was no answer from the grid utility with regard to installation of modules under 

the MV line

› It was not clear whether or not the MV lines and poles could be removed

Mitigation: Careful site assessment at project start

Land Securing and Availability

IRENA Project Navigator
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Item 

• PV Modules

 Technical properties

 Certificates and guarantees

 Product testing conditions

• Inverters

 Testing and suitability for 

extreme conditions

 Long term agreements and 

warranties

• Structure

Suitable design and calculation 

for 25 years 

• Grid connection

 Evacuation of electricity

 Permitting 

Setbacks

• Underperformance of modules that 

might reduce production, e.g.

 extreme degradation  

 potential induced degradation

 delaminating   

 Soiling and shading

• Risk of acquiring products not 

suitable for the environmental 

conditions. 

• Interconnection difficulties, grid 

instability. 

• Difficulties for finding financing 

entities or investors for the 

projects

• Economic underperformance as a 

result of  defects and need for 

corrective measures 

Mitigation actions

• Factory inspections of PV module 

production lines

• Reviews of track record, 

certificates and guarantees

• Reviews of technical 

characteristics of inverters and 

operation conditions 

• Verifying long terms guarantees 

for main components. 

• Revision of support structure 

design and structural verifications

• Assessment of grid connection 

point and electrical lines’ suitability 

to evacuate the electricity 

produced.

IRENA Project Navigator

PV Project



Common Construction Issues

Setback examples

Soil conditions

› incorrect verification of soil conditions (drainage, geotechnical properties) by the EPC contractor

› incorrect foundation selection

Structure and module mounting 

› defective mounting by crews or of structure

› damage to PV modules

› wrong cabling installation leading to damage to cables

Electrical installation

› incorrect grounding design 

› incorrect installation of inverters leading to damage

› improper cable and electrical connections, leading to fires, injuries and energy losses

Security

› theft of copper and cables, theft of modules 

44
IRENA Project Navigator



Soil erosion issues
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Inappropriate drainage system 

and enhanced erosion

46



Severe weather conditions 
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Mounting structure issues
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Site observations

› Mounting structure 

problems especially in 

steeply sloped zones: 

poles, connection plates, 

washers, module clamps, 

module positions; 

improperly attached 

modules affect 

manufacturer warranties



Mounting structure issues
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Site observations

Mounting structure problems 

especially in steeply sloped 

zones: poles, connection 

plates, washers, module 

clamps, module positions; 

improperly fixed modules 

affect manufacturer 

warranties 



Incorrect mounting & 

mechanical stress

50



Plant installation in flooding 

region

51
IRENA Project Navigator



Wrong installation of cables and 

modules

Cable conduits not buried

Modules behind a wall



System static stability

Inadequate installation of cables at PV modules



Water infiltration to sub-

combiner box
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Foam sealing of combiner box 

cable entries
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Foam sealing of cable ducts
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Metal shield protection for 

cable ducts at combiner boxes
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Module defects and required 

cable sleeves at sharp edges
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Thermographic imaging fault 
detection

59



Wrong pyranometer installation

60



Incomplete cutback of plants 
and shadowing

61
IRENA Project Navigator



Excessive plant growth and its 

remediation

62
IRENA Project Navigator





Thank you for your attention


